NOTES:
1 - Install Hangerstrip to wall (fasteners by others). Optional: Snap chalk line onto wall to ensure Hangerstrip is straight & level.
2 - Hang Brackets onto Hangerstrip flange using notches in brackets, use (1) Bracket every 2 - 3 feet, fasten to wall (fasteners by others).
3 - Install Cradles to Brackets using the Cradle Fastening Pin.
4 - Install Coils by placing onto cradles, ensuring Coils sit completely down onto Cradles. After all Coils are in place, make plumbing connections to Coils.
5 - Install Enclosure. Hook top of Panel onto Hangerstrip, swing downwards and snap bottom of Panel onto Brackets.
6 - Install overlapping accessories (End Caps, Trims & Corners) by fitting over Enclosure. Corners are fastened to Enclosure through holes on top (fasteners by others).
7 - Corner dimension is as follows:
   Model 3.3 = 6-5/16"
   Model 4.0 = 7"
   Model 5.6 = 8-9/16"